
13:69O-1.1 

… 

 “Restricted Internet gaming credit” means Internet gaming funds which cannot be cashed 

out until the wagering requirements or other restrictions associated with those funds are met 

in accordance with disclosed terms and conditions. 

… 

13:69O-1.4 

(a) – (p) (No change) 

(q)  [Unless otherwise approved by the Division, a record of all bonus and promotional wagering 

offers related to Internet gaming shall be maintained in an electronic file that is readily 

available to the Division.  All bonus and promotional wagering offers shall be stated in clear and 

unambiguous terms and shall be readily accessible by the patron. Offer terms and the record of 

all offers shall include at a minimum: 

1. The date and time presented; 

2. The date and time the offer is active and expires; and 

3. Patron eligibility and redemption requirements.] 

Recodify (r) to (t) as (q) to (s) 

 



13:69O-1.11 Internet and Mobile Gaming Promotions 

(a)  The terms and conditions of each Internet and mobile gaming promotion shall be filed 

with the Division at least five business days prior to implementation and shall be maintained 

by the licensee.  The terms and conditions shall include at a minimum: 

1.  Date and time limitations; 

2.  Registration procedures; 

3.  Limitations on participation; 

4.  Wagering requirements and limitations by type of game; 

5.  The order in which funds are used for wagers; 

6.  Eligible games;  

7.  Any restrictions on the withdrawal of funds; and 

8.  Rules regarding cancellation. 

 

(b)  A single employee designated by the licensee offering the promotion shall review and 

submit all Internet and mobile gaming promotions to the Division.  The designated employee 

shall ensure the promotion complies with the requirements of this subsection and shall 

provide a signed attestation indicating such. 

(c) All Internet and mobile gaming promotions communicated to patrons shall be stated 

in a clear and conspicuous manner using plain language.  The terms and conditions of each 

promotion shall be readily accessible and remain available for review by the patron after the 

offer is accepted and until the promotion is completed. 



 
(d)  An Internet gaming system shall provide a clear and conspicuous method for a patron 

to cancel their participation in an Internet or mobile gaming promotion that utilize restricted 

Internet gaming credits.  Upon request for cancellation the patron shall be informed of the 

amount of unrestricted funds that will be returned upon cancellation and the value of 

restricted funds that will be removed from the patron’s account. 

(e)   If the patron elects to proceed with cancellation, unrestricted funds remaining in a 

patrons Internet gaming account shall be returned in accordance with the terms and 

conditions. 

(f)  Once a patron has met the terms of a promotion, the licensee shall not cap or limit 

winnings earned while participating in the promotion.   


